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EAA's Hints For Homebuilders

After my friendly neighborhood mechanic stuck a jack through the wing of my newly purchased RV-4, I decided to redo the instrument panel while the plane was ... 
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AIRCRAFT



By ED WISCHMEYER EAA 18879 602 W. Remington Dr. Sunnyvale, CA 94087



After my friendly neighborhood mechanic stuck a jack through the wing of my newly purchased RV-4, I decided to redo the instrument panel while the plane was apart, so that I could practice ILSes without having to rent a spam can. This meant that the RV-4 panel was going to be stuffed to the gills, and it would be a real challenge to design a functional, pleasing panel. Since I work for Apple Computer, it seemed appropriate to see if I could find a simple, inexpensive way to lay out the panel on my Macintosh, especially if I could do it with standard, inexpensive software, rather than a fancy CAD/CAM package. I wanted to explore different panel designs and choose which instruments to buy (a 2" or 3" G-meter? 2" or 3" manifold pressure?), and to print out a
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final, full size copy with all holes marked for centerpunching. I used inexpensive MacDraw II from Claris Corporation, but there are alternatives on the Macintosh and on those other machines. The first step is to make templates for each size of instrument. MacDraw lets you use a grid, so that everything you draw is constrained to the grid. With the grid set to 1/8", lay out the hole patterns for a 3-1/8" instrument, putting in a little cross for each hole. Since the hole spacings are in nice round numbers from the center of the instrument, it's a lot easier to lay out the hole pattern vertically (Figure 1), select all of the crosses together, group them into one element, and then rotate the group 45 degrees to the standard orientation (Figure 2). Next, draw a circle 3-1/8" in diameter, and then draw a box 3-1/2" on a size, or whatever size you choose. This box will reserve blank space around the instrument hole for the instrument itself
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and for the space required between the instrument. Command the box, circle, and hole pattern to align themselves, left/right and top/bottom and group them together (Figure 3). Voila! You now have a standard size instrument template which you can duplicate for each instrument. On each copy, put the name of the instrument and group the name with that template. You can include the screw sizes for all of the holes, and for those instruments which only require 3 mounting screws instead of 4, you can make that be part of the instrument template. Do the same for 2-1/4" instruments, for avionics, circuit breakers, switches, a jack for tape recording your conversations with ATC (for protection against FAA enforcement excesses, which hopefully are behind us now), ignition switches, and everything else that seems to want to reside on your panel (Figure 4). On your templates, you can also draw the space required behind the panel
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Switches: Battery, Alternator field, avionics master belly strobe, tip strobe, fuel pump; pitot heat, nav lights, landing light. Top 2 rows normally all on for t/o & landing.
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Figure 1. Instrument mounting holes, rotated 45°.



Figure 2. Instrument mounting



holes, normal orientation.



by each item, so that you don't lay out something where it won't fit. For example, the ignition switch has a small panel requirement, but requires a lot of space behind the panel. You can also draw in aircraft structural pieces that will obstruct space behind the panel. (I didn't leave enough room between circuit breakers for wiring, although I thought I did, so don't count on the computer to do your thinking for you!) You can also write down the screw sizes for all of the holes, and for those instruments which only require 3 mounting screws instead of 4, you can make that be part of the instrument template. Once you have a collection of outlines, you can try many different configurations of panel layout very quickly to find one that works best for you. By using the grid feature, the instrument layouts will align themselves to the nearest 1/8" (or whatever increment you select), and snap into place. This means that you don't have to do any tedious tweaking, fiddling, or fine alignment of your layout. The computer is a lot faster, easier and more precise than cardboard. With the computer, you can also try various switch layout and combinations. For example, on my panel all of the switches accessed in flight are on the left, except for instrument knobs like EGT cylinder select and altimeter setting. (The ignition switch is on the right so I can keep my left hand on the throttle when starting.) The top two rows of toggle switches are normally on for takeoff and landing. Or you might prefer to place switches in a Cessna standard arrangement. I probably tried 30 layouts to get one that I could live with, yet all of these trial layouts were done very quickly with every precise spacing. When time comes to print out your panel, beg, borrow or steal a LaserWriter. You probably know 104 OCTOBER 1992



Figure 3. Completed Instrument template.
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Figure 4. Templates, ready to go.



somebody who can let you use theirs at work after hours. You can print out full-sized layouts on multiple 8-1/2" x 11" sheets, or print at reduced size to see the whole panel on one sheet. There are a few tricks to printing out full sized sheets, however. LaserWriters, like most electrostatic printing technologies, have minor errors in the final drawing size, but this is easy to measure. Make a sample



By GREG RAINWATER EAA 221459 2518 80 PL, SE Everett, WA 98203



I have heard of a few stories told of people who tried communications antennas installed inside the wing tips on their RVs. All of these stories told of how it did not work and was abandoned. These stories all had two things in common. They were all told to me second, third or fourth hand and they all included many thories as to why antennas located in the wing tip should not work well. The two primary theories were "it has to be vertical" and "it will be blocked by the airplane." During my job as an avionics technician and my 25 years of antenna building "for the fun of it" as an amateur radio operator, I have learned to take antenna theories as a rough starting point only. There is nothing like a successful installation to show that antennas are a bit of a black art! With all this said, I would like to describe the simple Communications antenna installation that I have been successfully using on my RV-4 for the past 60 or so hours. This antenna is easy to construct, is very cheap (mine cost coax only, as I had everything in my junk box) and works well for me. It consists of 4 parts: a length of RG58 coax cable, one SO-239 coax connector, one PL-259 coax connector and one coat hanger. The coax and connectors are available from your local Radio Shack and you can raid the hall closet for the hanger. The SO-239 is a female, bulkhead type, coax connector and requires one large hole and 4 mounting screw holes. I placed this connector at the very forward end of the outboard wing rib (mine is on the right wing, either wing would work as well). The center of the coax is soldered to the center pin of the connector. The shield should be tied to one of the flange mounting screws using a terminal lug



drawing with two lines 10" apart, print it, and measure how far apart the lines really are. The LaserWriter I used was off by 1/3%, and the smallest adjustment I could make was 1 %. For my purposes, I could live with the error. Another trick is in aligning the pieces of your layout across page breaks. I found that some added 45 degree lines, drawn to go across the page breaks, made alignment of the sheets much easier when I printed



out the full sized layout, or you can break the layout into smaller pieces, each of which fits entirely onto a single sheet, and print those individually. If you want a copy of my RV-4 panel layout and templates, mail me an initialized Macintosh disk, and enclose a return mailing label and stamps for return postage. I'm not on any electronic bulletin boards, but feel free to post the panel layout.



and a piece of sleeving to prevent it from touching the center pin.



I have Aeroflash strobe power supplies mounted in each wing tip. Although the whip passes close to the high voltage lead from the power supply to the strobe I experience no interference. Those with central strobe power supplies that have high voltage leads down the entire length of the wing may have a pulsing interference problem if the coax is routed near the strobe wire for very far. I have had very good luck with this installation and it shows very little blocking for stations off the opposite wing. In fact, this has proved to be no problem at all. If you have any questions regarding this installation, feel free to call me at 206/353-4342. For those who would like to see the installation, sorry, it's hidden in the wing tip.



Readers are invited to submit entries to EAA's Hints For Homebuilders, Att: Golda Cox, P. O. Box 3086, Oshkosh, Wl 54903-3086. Entries will be reviewed by



a panel of EAA judges. Readers whose hints are published in any EAA magazine will be awarded one of three monthly prizes by Snap-on Tools - a 3/8" Drive Socket Wrench Set, a 1/4" Drive Socket Wrench Set or a 9piece Long-Handle Combination Wrench. Aircraft Spruce & Specialty will also award a $25 gift certificate plus a current catalog. Members are also invited to submit hints of an electrical nature. Any hint used will receive a Fluke Model 23-2 Multimeter with Holster from the John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc. The contest will run from August through July of each year with a Grand Prize being presented by both Snap-on Tools (KR657 Roll CAB and KR637 Top Chest) and Aircraft Spruce & Specialty ($250 gift certificate). A Grand Prize will also be awarded by the John Fluke Mfg. Co. These awards will be presented during the EAA Convention. Our thanks go to our sponsors for these awards. SPORT AVIATION 105
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Helpful Hints for Homebuilders 

the first time, as all the heads of the nails will b? facing up. ... hammer head so it can be driven straight. A frame can be ... is picked up in both hands, and moved sharply sideways, back and ... tape, beginning at the first hole, drawing it up ti
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EAA Hints For Homebuilders 

scribed, on a flat surface with a. Blade attach resting points. Â© wedge trimmed to the proper angle, inserted between the blade face and the flat surface, at the ...
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Helpful Hints for Homebuilders 

Eddie H. Vung, Jr. 1619 Memory Lane. Alamogordo, N.M.. PLYWOOD COMPOUND CURVES. By W. H. Wilkerson, EAA 14087. 418 S. Merriam, Miles City, Mont.
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Hints For Homebuilders 

EAA 238526. 45550 Pickford Ave. Lancaster, CA 93534. The purpose of this device is to alert the pilot should the alternator or regulator (or pilot) malfunction.
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Helpful Hints for Homebuilders 

1 Mills Crescent. Saskatoon Sask., Canada. Capt. William E. Brown. R. D. 4. Athens, Ohio. PRESSURE GLUING METHOD. By L. J. Weishaar, EAA 9250.
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Helpful Hints for Homebuilders 

George Lytle/Royal Oak, Mich. Ed Wegner/Plymouth, Wis. Gerald Miller/Denver, Colo. Don Schmitz/Dayton, Ohio. Pete Rovero/Gardena, Calif. Warren Coe/West ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

through the cut out slot in the lead- ing edge of .... a Fluke Model 23-2 Multimeter with Holster from the ... test will run from August through July of ... Vari-Bit Kit).
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Hints For Homebuilders 

Here is a tool I devised during ... ply place the tool against the edge of a piece of aluminum ... The best place to start with a pro- ject like ... SPORT AVIATION 101.
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Hints For Homebuilders 

electric sensor detects exterior daylight, position ... unobstructed approaches with a 3,000 foot (2.000 foot paved) runway and ... the following aid which solved the problem in a matter of minutes. Quite ... any control circuit that might acciden-.
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Hints For Homebuilders 

still functions normally. Once installed, you can be more com ... solid flying skills. So - safe flying! ... to use, works with all kinds of materi- als (not just metals), and ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

integral axle, so I drilled and tapped the tailwheel assembly at the end op- ... help you decide what type of airplane you d enjoy building, and we'll give you the ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

I've had to drill holes through aluminum skin based only on measurement. Here is a way to visually ver- ify the position of under- lying ribs and spars. Flexible ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

Auburn, Washington 98002 Mon-Fri 8:00am - 5:30pm PST. CALL 206-931-0370. FAX 24 HRS 206-931-0584. E-Mail [email protected]. For information, use ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

sented by Snap-on Tools (KR657 Roll Cab and KR637 Top Chest), Aircraft Spruce &. Specialty ($250 gift certificate), and Ameri- can Saw & Mfg. Co. (Lenox ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

The indicator design is based on the. LM3914 Dot/Bar .... pc board. The 10-segment LED array can be mounted in a face-plate of your design and labeled to ...
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Helpful Hints for Homebuilders 

that fine job of pin striping when painting your com- pleted ship. ...... JIM SMITH, Davenport, Iowa . ..... (Reprinted from Darke County, Ohio. Chapter 109 ...
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hints for homebuilders "balancing" 

and washers hold the assembly to- gether. The assembly then sits on a couple of sawhorses. The ball bearings in the skateboard wheels will allow the propeller ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

621 N. 36th St. Omaha, NE 68131. Although timing checkers are not uncommon, the most inexpensive one that I could find is over $40. This one can be put ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

award a $25 gift certificate plus a current catalog, and American Saw & Mfg. Co. will award a Lenox 4012 Hacksaw Frame. Mem- bers are also invited to submit ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

length of 1/8 x 1-1/2 inch aluminum flat bar stock with a ... Two intensive days of learning practical skills and ... contacted if other charges are incurred. One year ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

SI is left in this position after start up,. LI, or red light, will stay on. Warning horn, HI, is off. After start up (Figure 2), and oil pressure is above 35 psi, SI is placed.
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Helpful Hints For Homebuilders 

Helpful Hints For Homebuilders. Our hats are â€¢'/' to the gentlemen who sub- mitted the following helpful hints and we wish that we had enough of those AC Spark ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

Take a walk down the flight line at al- most any fly-in nowadays and you are bound to see that the ... from Digi-Key (the function generator chip may have other ...
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Hints For Homebuilders 

scribed an LED near the center of the display will be on when the trim is in neutral. Moving the trim away from neutral will cause the "dot" to move ac- cordingly in ...
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